How to Sourcing API Thread Gauges In China?
FYOU PMEC, The Leading Gage Solutions Server!
FYOU PMEC' API Thread Gauges、Premium Connection Gauges ，and ANSI/ASME Thread
Gauges have been used worldwide and receiving the highest quality reputation. And our supplier
plants are licensed to API Spec5B , API Spec7-2 and API Spec11B.
FYOU PMEC ,supply a complete line of Thread Gauges listed in the API Spec 5B ，API Spec 7-2,
and API Spec 11B. Also we provide its measuring gauges. To find out more information on our
products, please contact us by E-mail: edwin@szfyou.com. We will provide you the best possible
solutions for you as quickly as we can.
How to sourcing API Gauges In China?
Step 1: Professional Selling. As a strategic supplier in thread gauges, who must be professional.
So they can make sure supply you the right gauges, and provide you the professional services and
guide in thread areas. We are professional in selling API Gauges more than 10 years, and were
trusted in most of your industries. Wish have a strategic cooperation with you in a long term.

Step 2: Manufacturers API Monogram Authorized. As a strategic supplier in API Thread
Gauges, the manufactures must be authorized to use the API Monogram. Because API would like to
audit the manufactures who have been authorized each cycle years, to make sure they follow up the
API rules strictly when manufacture the gauges. And it is valid for you to be audit by API on your
own plants. FYOU PMEC were supported by top two API Thread Gauges manufacturer in China,
we can make sure all the gauges were made by the manufactures who were authorized by API.

Step 3: Calibration Certificates Traceable to NIM.
As a strategic supplier, it is basic that provide you the calibration certificates which can be traceable
to NIM or NIST, when they ship the gauges to you. It is the key data for the value S, S1, S2 when
you measure the parts. FYOU PMEC provide you all the API Gauges Comes with the fully
parametric calibration certificates which can be traceable to NIM (National institute of Metrology,
China) freely.

Step 4: Available to The Calibration Certificates issued by TGRC of CNPC.
Do Not Trust Free! If you need the third party calibration certificates, please select the most
authoritative calibration institution in local. There is no free lunch in Chinese words. TGRC of
CNPC is the most authoritative calibration institution in API Gauges for working gauges in China,
The full name is CNPC Tubular Goods Research Institute. If you need the third party calibration
certificates, FYOU PMEC will provide you the calibration certificates issued by TGRC come with
the shipments.

Step 5: Traceable to NIM or NIST.
As a strategic supplier who must provide you the API Gauges traceable to NIM or NIST. How to
make sure it? Ask the supplier provide you the calibration certificates show the master gauges S/N
and its NIM or NIST calibration certificates, or request of the TGRI/TGRC calibration certificates,
FYOU PMEC provide you all the API Thread Gauges which can be traceable to NIM or NIST.

Step 6: Short Lead Time. FYOU PMEC, As a strategic supplier, the leading gage solutions
service provider, excellent in threading and gauging solutions. We stock sale for the complete of
the Thread Gauges listed in the API Spec.5B, API Spec7-2 ,and API Spec11B. The lead time is
about 4~5 working days when you place the order. If urgently, we can pull in continuously.

Step 7: Strong Packaging. As a strategic supplier who must package the gauges with strong way,
to make sure it can reach you safety and normally by normal logistics. FYOU PMEC provide you
all the API Gauges were packaged by strong wooden boxes internal and were packaged by strong
paper boxes external easy to recognize.

Step 8: Trusted & Reachable Logistics. As a strategic supplier ,who must make sure the gauges
your ordered , to reach you safety and timely. It is very important to select a qualified international
logistics. FYOU PMEC have a long time strategic cooperation with DHL, who can reach all most
of the place in the globe, and who meet you and us request. And the cost is less more than you pick
it up in China by your own logistics or your own international logistics account.

Step 9: HOW TO ORDER FROM FYOU PMEC ?
When ordering, please provide more information for the following:
1.

Type of Thread;

2.

Size of Gauge;

3.

Reference master or working gauges or smooth taper gauges;

4.

Box or Pin or both; Ring or Plug or both;

5.

Right hand or left hand, in case of API Spec. 7-2 thread gauges.

For example: if you want to order API Spec 5B 4 1/2 CSG working gages please mark as below:
Order：4 1/2 CSG BOX and PIN Working Gages ；
Please note: If you not marking the working or master or smooth taper gages, we usually
quote for the working gages, and ship to you for the working gages.
Contact Us:
E-mail: Edwin@szfyou.com

Mobile: +86 13962168423 (WhatsApp/Wechat)

